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 Structural – membrane/boom static and dynamic
 Attitude Control System (ACS) & Guidance, Navigation, and Control

MODELS

Packaged volume scalability

Deployment dynamics prediction
Membrane shape, tension and
vibration modes: billowing & wrinkling
predictions
Boom/membrane thermal predictions

 Environmental – interaction with space environment

3 Fabrication design
3 Fabrication process
3 Packaging volume

3 Mechanical/structural
3 Membrane management
3 Symmetry
3 Attitude Control

3. In-space structural
characteristics
3 Sail shape
3 Structural loads
3 Thermal
3 Dynamics

4. Attitude control

Flight system behavior prediction.

3 Attitude maneuvering &
pointing control
3 ACS methodology

Thrust vector prediction.
Trajectory prediction (position, velocity)

5. Thrust performance

Orbit-change maneuver prediction
3 Thrust vector
3 Trajectory correction &
maneuvers

Induced magnetic field prediction
Electrostatic charging prediction

6. Characterize EM
interaction
3 Magnetic fields
3 Electrostatic charging

MEASUREMENTS
Boom/membrane stiffness-mass test data. System areal
density.
Repeatability data for seaming (e.g., rip stops), handling and
packaging (pack factor).
Boom/membrane packaging volume – scalable to larger
sails. Ascent venting test data.
Boom deployment rates, dynamics, symmetry. Boom/sail
shape for flight using ODS.
Deployment forces (sail tensions).
Boom/membrane deployment symmetry data from
videogrammetry.
Rigid/flexible-body dynamics data from attitude sensors.
Low risk deployment (safety).
Boom/membrane shape, loads, dynamics data.
Photogrammetry sail billow data (function of sun angle)
Boom reaction load data from load cells/strain gauges.
Membrane cable load data.
IR camera data (function of sun angle).
Vibration modes data from strain gauges, accelerometers,
videogrammetry. Damping data.
Torque data from reaction wheels, magnetometers, vane
deflection, gimbal rotation, cp/cm. Attitude rates about axes,
pointing range & errors.
Control Authority data: Attitude/thrust profiles, biased
compensation torque, attitude controlability/stability margins &
sensitivities.
Thrust data vs. sailcraft orientation (cone/clock angles wrt
sun line), ACS pointing/thrust vector magnitude & steering.
Orbit tracking data: DSN, GPS.

Magnetometer data (boom or free-flyer).
Potentials, particle densities/currents (3-D data of
plasma sheath around sailcraft).

Space Environment

Of the several model validation techniques available, validation by comparison to test data on prototypes (components, subsystems, and systems) is the most
beneficial in technology development. Technology Readiness Level (used by NASA as a technology maturity metric) definitions are based on testing. A crucial
step for validation requirements definition and model validation (once the data has been taken according to those requirements) is to catalog the correspondence
among model inputs, outputs, and test measurements. Currently, an Excel® spreadsheet is being developed to address this need. Displayed is the input/output
sheet for the S5 model which is currently being developed by NASA; tabs at the bottom select each of the other models.

1. Design tools &
fabrication methods

2. Deployment

MODEL-MEASUREMENT MATRIX

Measurement data available for model validation will include; in-house testing done by the sail provider,
NASA in-house testing, ground system demonstration (GSD) testing at various NASA facilities and,
eventually data from the validation flight of a 40-m sail. Compilation of this information during the early
stages of the flight validation program aids in determination of test plans and in decision making when
having to make trade-off comparisons between what measurements are desired and what can actually be
done within program cost and schedule constraints.

With the relevant models identified, their inputs/outputs catalogued, and sensitivity analyses done to
determine critical parameters, initial requirements can now be defined specific to model validation.
Although much more rigorous validation and verification procedures will eventually be implemented
for each model, this preliminary framework, utilizing a model-measurement matrix to map model
inputs/outputs to specific measurement data and then conducting first-level sensitivity analyses to
help quantify the importance of the measurement and how accurately the measurement needs to be
made, can assist in initial requirements definition and program decision making in support of
meeting these requirements. Listed in the figure above are the New Millennium Program’s (ST9)
Solar Sail Flight Validation study team’s validation goals. These are currently undergoing initial
definition review with expected refinement occurring during program development. With model
validation being a primary goal, implementation of a process, such as the one presented in this paper,
is vital to program success. The figure shows measurements representative of those that will be used
to validate the various models and how both models and measurements will have to correspond to
satisfy validation goals. Development of scalable, robust, high-confidence level models is absolutely
required to advance solar sail technology for integration into space systems; high confidence can
only be achieved through proper validation.

MODEL-SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

SUMMARY

This format provides:

 Listing and details of model input/output parameters
 Correspondence to test measurements for validation analyses
 Links to information on a particular parameter or field
 Links to other NASA solar sail technology reference databases

Characteristic Acceleration (mm/s2)

Fabrication processes scalability &
repeatability

Boom shape, loads and vibration
modes prediction

(GNC) - attitude determination, thrust vector control, and orbit analysis

Some of the more sophisticated models overlap in functionality.

VALIDATION GOALS

Fabrication design
Areal density prediction

Thrust Vector Control

Given this information, decisions can be made between what the
modelers would need for complete validation and what the
program, given money/time constraints, can deliver.

Operational Sail Shape for L'Garde

Currently, under the ISPT solar sail propulsion program, various modeling efforts
(see table at right) are being tracked which define the current state of the art in
solar sail spacecraft models. The NMP ST-9 Solar Sail Flight Validation (SSFV)
study team is also taking advantage of this assessment to help define the
requirements for a future solar sail flight validation. Models have been categorized
into:
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Due to the gossamer nature of solar sails, prototype ground
testing is limited by the size of available test facilities (maximum
~400-m2 sail) and by a “non-relevant” 1-g environment.
Therefore, a primary objective is to test and validate solar sail
models that are currently under development so that they may be
used with confidence in future science missions (i.e., scalable to
10,000 m2 and larger). Validation requirements must be defined
early in the flight validation program to ensure that relevant and
sufficient flight test data is obtained to conduct model validation
to the high level required. This includes a process of:
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Solar sails are a mission-enabling technology to be used for
future science missions such as Solar Polar Imager, Particle
Acceleration Solar Orbiter, and L1 Diamond. Current advances
made under the In-Space Propulsion Technology (ISPT)
program have sufficiently progressed the technology far enough
to go to the next step, flight validation. If chosen by the New
Millennium Program (ST9), flight validation will reduce the risk
(i.e., increase Technology Readiness Level) associated with solar
sail technology.
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 Model sensitivity analysis - how well do the inputs and
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technology in support of future NASA science missions.
Current efforts have advanced solar sail technology
sufficient to justify a flight validation program. A primary
objective of this program is to test and validate solar sail
models that are currently under development so that they
may be used with confidence in future science mission
development (e.g., scalable to larger sails). Both system and
model validation requirements must be defined early in the
program to guide design cycles and to ensure that relevant
and sufficient test data will be obtained to conduct model
validation to the level required. A process of model
identification, model input/output documentation, model
sensitivity analyses, and test measurement correspondence is
required so that decisions can be made to satisfy validation
requirements within program constraints.

 Model identification - which models are needed?
 Model input/output documentation - what does it take to
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CURRENT MODELS

Space Environ

ABSTRACT
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Once the inputs and outputs of each model have been cataloged, an approach is required to determine how important
a measurement is or how accurately the measurement needs to be taken. The dependence of a model on a particular
measurement has to be weighed against feasibility, cost, mass, technical development, and schedule constraints, just
to name a few. A common approach to quantify this dependence is to conduct sensitivity analyses on the model to
identify which outputs are highly sensitive to small perturbations in inputs. If a model has a highly-sensitive output
parameter, the corresponding input variables must be well known or accurately measured. Even when comparing
model outputs to test data directly, inputs must reflect precisely the test conditions, especially for high-sensitivity
outputs. And measurement data cannot be so noisy as to be useless for model-output comparison.
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η = sail efficiency (0.85)

P = solar pressure constant
= (4.56×10−6 N / m2 )
A = sail area (m2 )

mS = mass of sail assembly (kg )
mB = mass of spacecraft bus (kg )

σ S = sail loading or areal density
= mS A (kg / m2 )

To illustrate the concept of sensitivity analysis, an example is taken from McInnes, reformulated for a state-of-the-art
40-m flight validation design. A primary performance metric for solar sails is the characteristic acceleration a0. The
figure at left shows the 40-m solar sail design in the center of a surface representing the response of characteristic
acceleration to changes (± 50%) in sail loading and bus mass. As expected, decreasing sail loading (i.e., decreasing
membrane and boom mass) or decreasing bus mass increases characteristic acceleration. The main feature to point
out here is that the response surface has a much steeper slope (higher sensitivity) along the direction of the bus mass
axis as compared to the sail loading axis for a given percentage change. In other words, reducing bus mass by 10%
will yield more performance gain (higher acceleration) than the same percentage change in sail loading. This may
lead one to make the decision to direct more design and test effort towards reduction of bus mass rather than towards
thinner sails. Although this is a simplistic example, it illustrates the process required to identify sensitivity of outputs
to changing inputs. Applying this technique to the parameter space of each of the solar sail models can guide design,
testing, and validation processes.

Solar sails are being developed as a mission-enabling technology in support of future NASA science
missions. Current advances have progressed solar sail technology far enough to justify a flight
validation program. Due to the gossamer nature of solar sails, prototype ground testing is limited.
Therefore, a primary objective is to test and validate solar sail models that are currently under
development so that they may be used with confidence when scaled to the larger sizes required by
future missions. Both system and model validation requirements must be defined early in the
program to guide design cycles and to ensure that relevant and sufficient test data will be obtained to
conduct model validation to the level required. This paper presents a basic framework or process of
model identification, model input/output documentation, model sensitivity analyses, and test
measurement correspondence to assist in requirements definition and program decision making to
meet those requirements within program constraints.
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